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Abstract Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are elongated narrow bands of enhanced water vapor that can cause
intense rainfall and flooding. ARs only appeared in the literature the last 30 years, and there has been
much debate about how to define ARs and how to identify them. As a result, a wide range of AR
identification algorithms have been produced with variations in the conditions required for an object to
be classified as an AR and differences in the input data. One of the key conditions in most AR identification
algorithms is a minimum threshold of water vapor flux, along with geometric criteria. The aim of this
study is to explore uncertainties in global AR identification based on a single integrated water vapor
transport (IVT)‐based identification method. We conduct a sensitivity analysis under one algorithmic
framework to explore the effects of different IVT thresholds, input data resolutions, and regridding methods
during the Years of Tropical Convection operational analysis (May 2008 to April 2010). We found that
the resolution and regridding method affects the number of ARs identified but the seasonal cycle is
maintained. AR identification is highly sensitive to the choice of IVT threshold; importantly, the commonly
used 250 kg m−1 s−1 IVT threshold is not appropriate for global studies with detection methods that
also include a restrictive geometric condition as this combination can lead to the strongest systems failing to
be identified. The uncertainties within a single AR detection method and input data parameters may
be as large as uncertainties across AR detection methodologies.

Plain Language Summary Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are large corridors of increased moisture
flow in the lower atmosphere. ARs can cause hazards such as heavy rainfall, damaging winds, landslides,
and flash flooding. Recently, there has been a lot of discussion about how scientists should define these
weather phenomena; for example, what is the minimum amount of water needed for a weather system to be
considered an AR? In order to study ARs, scientists often look at large data sets over multiple decades. So
instead of searching for ARs manually in these huge data sets, they create computer algorithms that identify
ARs automatically. As a result, there has been a large variety of different algorithms developed. Using a
single algorithm, we answer the following question: How do small differences between data sets and
moisture content of ARs affect the detection results? We found that when ARs are defined using lower
thresholds of vapor transport and geometric conditions, algorithms may fail to identify the strongest ARs.
Additionally, we quantified some of the uncertainty associated with using data sets of different fidelity. These
results are useful for helping scientists choose the best threshold and data sets for their study.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are elongated, conduits of water vapor that can cause extreme rainfall and flooding
(Lavers et al., 2012). They are important for the global moisture budget, and studies have estimated that 90%
of midlatitude (35°N) meridional vapor flux is due to ARs (Zhu et al., 1998). Newell et al. (1992) proposed the
concept of “tropospheric rivers” and first used vertically integrated water vapor transport (IVT) to identify
these systems. Here, IVT is defined as

IVT ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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where g is acceleration due to gravity, q is specific humidity, u and v are the horizontal wind components
in the zonal and meridional direction, respectively, and δp is the pressure difference of 100 hPa as IVT was
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calculated at 100 hPa vertical increments between 1,000 and 300 hPa. Since then, a multitude of AR iden-
tification algorithms have been developed using a range of methods, thresholds, and input data, which
ultimately led to the inception of the Atmospheric River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project
(ARTMIP; Shields et al., 2018; Rutz et al., 2019) that aims to compare the vast number of AR identification
and tracking schemes in the literature. The purpose of ARTMIP is to understand and quantify uncertain-
ties in AR studies that may arise due to the choice of identification and tracking algorithm. This study dif-
fers and expands upon the work of ARTMIP by attempting to understand and quantify uncertainties that
may arise due to the choice of data resolution, regridding method, order of operations, and IVT threshold.
In our study, we keep the choice of algorithm constant to isolate the effect of other choices. There are cur-
rently 34 AR identification algorithms submitted to ARTMIP in which the three most common moisture
thresholds that are used to define the boundary of ARs are: IVT ≥ 250 kg m−1 s−1, (total column) inte-
grated water vapor (IWV) ≥ 2 cm, and a relative threshold (usually 85th percentile of IVT or IWV).

Ralph et al. (2004) were the first to set the condition that an AR boundary could be defined by the IWV con-
tour greater than or equal to 2 cm. This value was based on observations from the California Land‐Falling
Jets Experiment (CALJET) in which dropsondes were released for 2 days (25–26 January 1998) off the coast
of California. Satellite measurements from a Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSMI) were also used to cal-
culate IWV.

The method of using a relative threshold of the 85th percentile was introduced by Lavers et al. (2012). That
study used the boreal winter ARs identified by Neiman et al. (2008) and calculated the maximum IVT value
along the North American west coast (e.g., the last ocean grid point) for each of 180 ARs using five reanalysis
products. Then they found the median of these maximum IVT values and the percentile that corresponded
with themedian (values ranged from 84.4–88.3% for the five reanalyses). They determined the absolute value
of IVT that corresponded with that percentile (about 500–650 kg m−1 s−1), which became their threshold for
identifying ARs. However, this relative method was based on the ARs identified by Neiman et al. (2008) who
used an IWV threshold of 2 cm to identify ARs along the North American coast, in which they cite their
choice of threshold being due to the Ralph et al. (2004) study. It is likely that using a relative threshold is
more useful for climate change studies given the background atmospheric moisture is projected to increase
with warming (Trenberth et al., 2003).

The IVT threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1 first appears in the literature in Rutz et al. (2014). They calculated IVT
using fields from the ERA‐I reanalysis that had been interpolated bilinearly to 1.5° × 1.5°. Rutz et al. (2014)
chose to use IVT with a threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1 because “subjective evaluation of numerous AR events
reveals that areas of IVT ≥ 250 kg m−1 s−1 crossing the West Coast of North America penetrate farther into
the interior than coinciding areas of IWV≥ 20 mm and correspond well with the spatial extent of heavy rain-
fall.”Moreover, they tested IVT thresholds of 200 and 300 kg m−1 s−1 and concluded that while the number
of identified ARs decreased with a higher threshold, the spatial pattern was about the same. Guan and
Waliser (2015) and Brands et al. (2017) also included a brief threshold sensitivity analysis in their study
and found little variability, although the range of thresholds used was small (85th–90th percentiles); so
we have extended both of these analyses by using a much larger range of thresholds.

The most common thresholds currently used to identify ARs across the globe are derived from observations
of ARs, typically in one location (western United States), or subjective evaluation of howwell an IVT pattern
corresponded to a precipitation pattern over a region with a relatively sparse station network. These IVT
thresholds are the foundation of many recent studies on ARs including their climatology, impacts, and pos-
sible changes in a warmer world, so it is vital that we have confidence in their ability to capture AR charac-
teristics and their robustness to the analysis of ARs across resolutions and in climate change projections.
Therefore, the main aim of this study is to explore uncertainties in global AR identification based on a single
IVT‐based identification method. We first analyzed the effect of threshold choices on AR identification.
Given that data resolution could affect the structure and magnitude of the AR representations and hence
most appropriate threshold for their identification, we included changes in input data resolution and regrid-
ding method in our sensitivity study too. The study helps us to understand how small variations in the IVT
field and threshold may lead to uncertainties in AR identification results.

ARTMIP aims to define and understand uncertainties in the properties of ARs solely due to identification
schemes. The Tier 1 ARTMIP analysis was recently completed comparing 22 AR climatologies
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(Rutz et al., 2019) using the 3‐hourly Modern‐Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications
Version 2 (Gelaro et al., 2017; MERRA v2). Rutz et al. (2019) found that different AR identification and track-
ing methods produced considerably different AR frequency results along Northern Hemisphere coastal
transects, although they did find reasonably consistent results regarding the latitudinal location of maxi-
mum and minimum frequency along the transects. As one might expect, methods with less restrictive
absolute thresholds (e.g., Gershunov et al., 2017; Rutz et al., 2014) led to higher AR frequency results along
the North American and European west coasts than those with more restrictive absolute thresholds
(e.g., Connect500 and Connect700 by Sellars et al., 2013). However, even among methods that use similar
IVT thresholds (e.g., Tempest with absolute IVT > 250 kg m−1 s−1 and a relative threshold based on the local
Laplacian of IVT and Rutz with absolute IVT > 250 kg m−1 s−1) there were considerable differences in AR
frequency, which suggests more work is needed to understand AR identification method sensitivity.

Furthermore, Hagos et al. (2015) and Swenson et al. (2018) conducted modeling studies to determine how
model resolution affects AR detection results. These two studies came to opposing conclusions where
Hagos et al. (2015) found that AR frequency decreased as resolution increased and Swenson et al. (2018)
showed that AR frequency decreased as resolution decreased. Therefore, we have included an analysis of
AR detection sensitivity to the resolution of the input IVT field. For our analysis we used high‐resolution
data from the Years of Tropical Convection (YoTC;Waliser et al., 2012) operational analysis archive and sys-
tematically downgraded the resolution of those data to assess the resolution sensitivity of AR identification
(details can be found in section 2.4).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we explain the data sets, regridding meth-
ods, and AR identification scheme used throughout this study. Section 3 presents results from the sensitivity
analysis of resolution and regridding, followed by an analysis of threshold sensitivity. Finally, in section 4,
we will summarize and discuss some of the implications of these results.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Data

We calculated daily (00UTC) IVT using Equation 1 and horizontal wind and specific humidity fields from
the European Centre for Medium‐Range Weather Forecasts' (ECMWF) YoTC operational analysis at the
native resolution (0.125° × 0.125°; Waliser et al., 2012). The YoTC data set begins in May 2008 and ends
in April 2010, and we used the entire 2 year period throughout this study. Despite being limited to 2 years,
the YoTC time period includes several significant AR events (e.g., the AR that resulted in record‐breaking
rainfall and flooding in parts of the United Kingdom on 19November 2009; Lavers et al., 2011). While 2 years
is not long enough to examine climate mode influences, the 2008–2010 window includes both El Niño and
La Niña periods, which likely makes it more representative than a period with only El Niño or La Niña. In
addition, early results from ARTMIP have indicated that the choice of detection scheme has a greater influ-
ence on AR variability than the choice of reanalysis (Ralph et al., 2019). For these reasons, we concluded the
YoTC data set covers an appropriate time period for quantitative analysis of AR sensitivity testing.

Additionally, we used the 40 year (1979–2018) record of IVT from ECMWF's ERA5 reanalysis at the native
resolution (0.25° × 0.25°; Hersbach et al., 2019) to further validate some of our results.

2.2. AR Identification Scheme

The aim of this study was to assess the resolution, regridding, and threshold dependence of AR detection;
therefore, we used a single identification scheme that was representative of the schemes commonly used
in the literature. First, the scheme applies a threshold to the input IVT field to extract regions of IVT above
the specified threshold. The threshold values tested were: 150, 250, 350, 500, 750 or 1,000 kg m−1 s−1, how-
ever for the experiments that tested the sensitivity of the resolution or regridding method, we kept the IVT
threshold constant at 250 kg m−1 s−1. This value was chosen because of its prevalence throughout the litera-
ture. Next, we used ellipse fitting to find AR parameters and stored the centroid location (of the fitted
ellipse), mean IVT over the ellipse, maximum IVT, major axis length, minor axis length, and orientation.
The method fits an ellipse to each of the regions extracted via thresholding and ensures the ellipse has the
same normalized central moments as the thresholded region. Mathematically, the major and minor axes
are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix associated with the extracted regions of IVT, and the centroid
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is the center of mass of the IVT field. The length in pixels was converted to kilometers using the equation for
arc length on a sphere. These potential ARs and their associated parameters were then tested against the fol-
lowing geometric conditions, and if all conditions were met, the potential ARs were deemed actual ARs.

The required geometric conditions were the following:

1. AR major axis length must exceed 2,000 km (e.g., Neiman et al., 2008; Rutz et al., 2014)
2. The length‐to‐width ratio must exceed 2 (e.g., Guan & Waliser, 2015; Pan & Lu, 2019; Shields &

Kiehl, 2016; Viale et al., 2018; Wick et al., 2013)
3. The orientation angle must exceed 10° relative to lines of latitude. The purpose of this criterion is to

exclude persistent zonally oriented structures (e.g., the intertropical convergence zone and Australian
monsoon), which may otherwise meet the criteria for ARs.

Figure 1 illustrates what this identification scheme “sees” as ARs. Figure 1a is the global IVT field from
YoTC for 19 November 2009. Note the strong AR over the North Atlantic Ocean, which led to heavy flooding
in the United Kingdom (Lavers et al., 2011). Figure 1b shows the regions that are considered to be part of an
AR when setting the IVT threshold of the identification scheme to 250 kg m−1 s−1, and Figure 1c shows the
same as Figure 1b but with an IVT threshold of 500 kg m−1 s−1. We are confident our identification scheme
adequately captures ARs with some exceptions such as particularly zonal ARs like that over the North East
Pacific in Figure 1a.

2.3. Comparison to Other Identification Schemes

We tested how representative our identification scheme was of other methods by recreating Figure 2 from
Rutz et al. (2019), in which they show an example of an AR over the West Coast of the USA at 0000 UTC
on 15 February 2014 and plot the outline of what 19 of the ARTMIP methods identify as an AR. Instead,
in our Figure 2 we show the number of ARTMIP algorithms that identify an AR at a given grid space, using
the binary AR fields available via the ARTMIP Tier 1 catalog, and show the outline (red line) of what our
algorithm identifies (using an IVT threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1) as an AR for that case using the same data
set (MERRA v2). We found that our algorithm performs similarly to the majority of the ARTMIP methods.
This gives us confidence that sensitivity analysis results based on our algorithm may help the community
understand why some ARmethods perform differently from others. Additionally, while we only test the sen-
sitivity using one algorithm, the fact that our method uses similar thresholds and geometric requirements as
other identification methods, and is comparable to other ARTMIP algorithms, should motivate future stu-
dies to consider these sensitivities we have found.

2.4. Resolution Degradation Methods

We degraded the resolution of the YoTC IVT fields by taking the area‐weighted average of the
higher‐resolution horizontal winds and specific humidity fields (0.125° × 0.125°) and regridding the result
onto coarser grids (0.25° × 0.25°, 0.75° × 0.75°, and 1.5° × 1.5°), using the xarray package in Python
(Hoyer &Hamman, 2017), and then calculating the IVT at the new resolution to compare how different reso-
lutions of input data affect AR identification. The purpose of simple averaging removes the smallest resolva-
ble scales—an approach that best mimics what might be expected from coarser model resolutions
(e.g., CMIP5‐type climate models). Additionally, we regridded the native YoTC resolution data to
1.5° × 1.5° using two different interpolation methods to determine whether the method in which the input
data were regridded affects AR identification. We used Climate Data Operators to perform bilinear and
first‐order conservative interpolations (Schulzweida, 2019). When comparing individual ARs, they were
considered the “same” if they occurred within ±5° latitude and longitude on the same day.

3. Results

This study showed considerable variability in the temporal and spatial distributions of ARs over the YoTC
time period for different thresholds, resolutions, and regridding methods. Figure 3 shows the global monthly
count of ARs over the YoTC period. As the resolution of the IVT field is degraded from 0.125° to 1.5°, the
magnitude of ARs decreases; however, the seasonal cycle is maintained (Figure 3a). The bilinear interpola-
tion method led to fewer ARs being identified than the conservative method or averaging, but again the sea-
sonal cycle is consistent with the native resolution (Figure 3b). This result may have implications for studies
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of ARs that used a nonnative ERA‐Interim grid prior to 2016. The ECMWF operational interpolation
software used a bilinear interpolation to coarsen ERA‐Interim fields (Maciel et al., 2017). The
conservative regridding method appears to reproduce a seasonal cycle that is most similar to the results
from the native grid; however, the conservative method also tended to produce longer ARs (600 km
longer on average; Figure S1 of AR length distribution in supporting information). Regridding by
averaging led to ARs that were geometrically consistent with the native resolution. The median length
(~3,750 km) we found using the native and averaged grids was also consistent with the results of

Figure 1. (a) Global IVT field at 00 UTC on 19 November 2009 calculated from YoTC u, v, and q; (b) mask of ARs
identified by our algorithm with an IVT threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1; and (c) same as (b) but for a threshold of
500 kg m−1 s−1.
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Guan andWaliser (2015) who produced a climatology of global AR characteristics based on 18 years of data.
Our results give us confidence that using coarser resolution data sets (up to 1.5° latitude‐longitude) leads to
AR identification with our method that is consistent with higher‐resolution data in regards to seasonality
and median geometric features, although coarse resolution data will likely lead to a reduced AR count.
However, modeling studies of ARs such as Hagos et al. (2015) found the opposite relationship between
resolution and AR counts indicating that there remains significant uncertainty in the relationship
between model uncertainty and ARs. Some aspects of this sensitivity are likely related to the specific
detection method but also to how well the physical aspects of the ARs are actually being resolved (which
would likely also be case dependent).

Figure 3. Global AR count for each month over YoTC period. Lines indicate different (a) IVT input resolutions,
(b) regridding methods of IVT field from native to coarse resolution (1.5° × 1.5°), and identification scheme thresholds in
the (c) Northern Hemisphere and (d) Southern Hemisphere. A threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1 was used for (a) and (b).

Figure 2. Density of number of algorithms identifying an AR at each grid space on 0000 UTC on 15 February 2014
(as in Figure 2 of Rutz et al., 2019) and outline (red) of the region identified as an AR using our algorithm at the same
time step and same data set (MERRA v2). We used the same ARTMIP methods as in Figure 2 of Rutz et al., 2019
except we used Pan_Lu in place of Guan_Waliser.
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AR identification scheme outputs seem to be most sensitive to the threshold applied to the IVT field (Rutz
et al., 2019). Rutz et al. (2014) tested the difference between an IVT threshold of 200 and 300 kg m−1 s−1

and found that while the number of ARs decreased with a higher threshold, the spatial distribution was simi-
lar for the West Coast of the United States. Rutz et al. (2019) also found methods with varying thresholds led
to different AR counts along transects of western European and western North America. Our results suggest
that on a global scale, threshold affects both magnitude and pattern of the AR distribution. Figures 3c and 3d
show the seasonal distribution of AR count for each threshold and hemisphere. We concluded that the
150 kg m−1 s−1 threshold is too low to be useful as it includes the majority of the Earth's surface on any
day. What is striking about Figure 3c (and to a lesser extent Figure 3d) is that the seasonal cycle that appears
at the 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold is not apparent at the higher thresholds. The Northern Hemisphere
250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold seasonal cycle broadly follows the seasonality that was found in Rutz et al. (2019),
who looked at the month of maximum AR frequency along several Northern Hemisphere transects for dif-
ferent ARTMIPmethods and found themaximumAR frequency typically occurred in boreal autumn to win-
ter, while boreal summer rarely had the maximum AR frequency for most methods, although Rutz
et al. (2019) also showed regional difference in seasonality.

The Northern Hemisphere has a slightly stronger seasonal cycle than the Southern Hemisphere, which we
suspect is due to the relative ocean and land areas in each hemisphere affecting the seasonal cycle in mer-
idional temperature gradients and therefore seasonal cycle in fronts and cyclones, which are typically asso-
ciated with ARs. To test whether this result may be due to the YoTC data set or specific 2 year period, we
repeated this analysis using ERA5 IVT from 1979–2018 for thresholds 250 and 500 kg m−1 s−1(Figure 4).
We found that for the 40 years of ERA5 data, the monthly mean AR count identified using the more restric-
tive threshold is also higher than the count for the less restrictive threshold during some months. Moreover,
when normalized to account for difference in time period, ERA5 and YoTC IVT fields lead to similar AR
counts and seasonal cycles. Furthermore, in both hemispheres, the seasonal cycle appears to be reversed
for the two thresholds.

Our analysis suggests that the order in which the IVT field is calculated and coarsened impacts the final AR
count. Figure 5 shows the global AR count over the YoTC period (May 2008 to April 2010) for each threshold
when the horizontal wind and specific humidity fields are coarsened before the IVT is calculated (left) and
when the IVT is calculated first at the native resolution then coarsened to 0.25° (right). We found differences
in the number of ARs identified for some months using the two methods (Figure 5), and these differences in

Figure 4. Normalized frequency of AR counts per month in the (a) Northern and (b) Southern Hemispheres using
YoTC and ERA5 IVT fields at their native resolutions (0.125° and 0.25°, respectively) at 250 and 500 kg m−1 s−1

thresholds. AR counts were normalized by number of days in the time period used, which was 1979–2018 for ERA5 and
the entire YoTC period (May 2008 to April 2010).
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the annual cycle are most prominent at lower thresholds. Using the former method, where u, v, and q are
averaged before IVT is calculated, and the method most akin to model parameterization, since models
parameterize the variables of the dynamical core (e.g., u, v, and q) rather than derived values (e.g., IVT),
the 350 kg m−1 s−1 threshold identifies more than the 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold in almost every month.
This result may have implications for studies using the new ERA5 reanalysis because (unlike ERA‐
Interim) IVT is an output variable. Therefore, if users are coarsening the data (e.g., for model evaluation)
they may find a difference in AR counts if they coarsen the output IVT from ERA5 or if they coarsen the
horizontal wind and specific humidity fields and then calculate the IVT themselves. However, using a
higher IVT threshold (e.g., 500 kg m−1 s−1) appears to reduce this sensitivity.

In addition to the number of ARs, we compared the spatial variability in AR occurrence at different thresh-
olds. Figure 6 shows the proportional difference in the number of ARs identified between lower and higher
thresholds. The AR location is defined by the centroid of the ellipse that was fitted during the identification
process described in section 2.2. While generally we expect lower thresholds to identify more ARs than
higher thresholds, Figure 6 shows regions where the lower thresholds are leading to fewer ARs being iden-
tified especially in the Pacific Ocean. We also found the distribution of AR centroid latitudes (supporting
information Figure S2) was statistically significantly different (p < 0.05 using the Kolmogorov‐Smirnov test)
between all thresholds except the 750 and 1,000 kg m−1 s−1 thresholds. This suggests that more restrictive
thresholds identify ARs that may not simply be a subset of those identified via less restrictive methods as
Rutz et al. (2019) alludes to with the exception of the 1,000 kg m−1 s−1 threshold ARs possibly being a subset
of the 750 kg m−1 s−1 detected rivers (these distributions are shown in supporting information Figure S2).
Also, there is a regional signature to this effect with locations in the Pacific Ocean where the hypothesis that
ARs identified by higher thresholds are a subset of those identified from lower thresholds break down.

Again, we repeated this analysis with the 40 year ERA5 data (Figure 7a) to assess the difference between AR
counts using the 250 and 500 kg m−1 s−1 thresholds. We found a similar result to what we found using the
2 year YoTC data. In some regions the more restrictive thresholds led to more ARs being identified than the
less restrictive threshold especially in the highly studied North Pacific Ocean. Figure 7b shows the AR cen-
troid difference between the 2 year YoTC and 40 year ERA5 (both normalized by the number of days in each
time period and ARs identified using a 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold). We found noisy and small magnitude dif-
ferences, which gives us confidence that the differences in Figure 7b are likely random and may be time per-
iod dependent (i.e., the shorter YoTC time period will have more variability than the longer ERA5 time
period), and therefore the results identified using Figure 6 are unlikely to be due to the choice of data set.

Figure 5. Global AR count for each month over YoTC period using an IVT field coarsened to 0.25°. (a) u, v, and q were
coarsened, then IVT was calculated, and (b) IVT was calculated first at the native resolution then the IVT field was
coarsened.
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Figure 6. Difference in centroid density calculated from YoTC data between IVT thresholds of (a) 250 and 350, (b) 250
and 500, (c) 250 and 750, and (d) 350 and 500 kg m−1 s−1.

Figure 7. (a) Same as Figure 6b except for 40 years of ERA5 data and (b) difference between normalized YoTC 2 year and
normalized ERA5 40 year centroid density (both at 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold).
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Given the unexpected result of the lower threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1 leading to fewer ARs being identified
than the 350 and 500 kg m−1 s−1 thresholds in some months, we analyzed this further by selecting a case
study. We chose the day when the algorithm produced the greatest deficit in global AR count (a difference
of 5 ARs on 11 January 2010) at the 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold compared to the 500 kg m−1 s−1 threshold and
plotted the IVT field (Figure 8). We found the 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold did not identify either of the ARs in
the North Pacific and North Atlantic in Figure 8, but the 350 and the 500 kg m−1 s−1 thresholds identified
both ARs.

If we examine the location of the threshold boundaries (dashed lines Figure 8), we can see the 250 kgm−1 s−1

(and to a lesser extent the 350 kg m−1 s−1) thresholds encompass much broader regions than the
500 kg m−1 s−1 threshold. We show this for two additional cases in the supporting information. We hypothe-
sized that use of the lower IVT threshold results in the geometry conditions of the identification scheme, spe-
cifically the requirement for the length‐to‐width ratio to exceed 2, to fail; hence, the algorithm does not
identify an AR. We tested this hypothesis by rerunning the AR identification scheme with a reduced
length‐to‐width ratio criterion then separated the ARs that were identified exclusively with the lower ratio
from those identified by the higher ratio. We then calculated the fractional difference in AR count with
reduced length‐to‐width ratios in each basin and for three IVT thresholds (Table 1). Our results show that
as the IVT threshold increases, the sensitivity of AR count to length‐to‐width ratio decreases. Moreover, at
the lower IVT threshold, the North Pacific and North Atlantic basins have the largest fractional difference
in AR count with the lower length‐to‐width ratio, which is consistent with Figures 6 and 7 where most of
the difference in centroid density occurs in those basins along with the South Pacific. It follows, somewhat
counterintuitively, that using thresholds that are too low (including the commonly used 250 kg m−1 s−1

threshold) leads to AR identification schemes failing to identify the most intense ARs. This point is

Figure 8. Example of two ARs (one in the North Pacific and one in the North Atlantic) on 11 January 2010, a day with
the maximum difference in global AR count between the 500 and 250 thresholds (500 identified more). Dashed
contours show 250 (white), 350 (light gray), and 500 (dark gray) IVT. Of the two ARs in this example, neither were
identified by the 250‐threshold scheme, and both were identified by the 350 and 500 schemes using YoTC data.

Table 1
Fractional Difference in Number of ARs Identified in Each Basin for IVT Thresholds of 250, 350, and 500 kg m−1 s−1 When the Length‐to‐Width Ratio Criterion is
Relaxed (Reference: L/W ≥ 2).

L/W ≥ 1.5 L/W ≥ 1.1

250 kg m−1 s−1 350 kg m−1 s−1 500 kg m−1 s−1 250 kg m−1 s−1 350 kg m−1 s−1 500 kg m−1 s−1

North Atlantic 0.16 0.10 0.04 0.24 0.14 0.05
South Atlantic 0.13 0.07 0.03 0.19 0.09 0.03
Eurasia 0.09 0.06 0.16 0.12 0.070 0.20
South Indian 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.13 0.07 0.03
North Pacific 0.17 0.10 0.04 0.25 0.14 0.06
South Pacific 0.14 0.08 0.05 0.20 0.11 0.06
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illustrated quantitatively in Figure 9, which shows boxplots of maximum IVT of each AR identified using
each of the IVT thresholds. Despite identifying more ARs overall, the algorithms with the lower thresholds
identified fewer intense ARs.

Given the Rutz et al. (2014) study, that defined the IVT threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1, was based on
ERA‐Interim data at a resolution of 1.5° × 1.5°, we wanted to test the hypothesis that the choice of threshold
may depend on the resolution. For example, 250 kgm−1 s−1 may be appropriate for an IVT field resolution of
1.5° × 1.5° as in Rutz et al. (2014), but a higher threshold may be needed for finer‐resolution IVT fields. This
is an issue of relevance for optimizing AR detection in numerical weather prediction and seasonal prediction
models as well as for future higher‐resolution climate models. We tested the resolution effect on optimizing
threshold selection by assessing whether the ARs identified using the native resolution at each threshold are
the same as the ARs identified using coarser resolutions at different thresholds. The number of “same” ARs
was normalized by the number of ARs identified using the native resolution field for each threshold. Hence,
a value of 1 (Figure 10) indicates that the AR identification scheme finds identical ARs from the two different
IVT fields, and a value of 0 indicates that the two IVT fields produce completely different ARs. Our results
(Figure 10) indicate that the choice of threshold does not need to vary with resolution. Moreover, sensitivity
to resolution decreases as the threshold increases. This is evident by the similarity scores between the output
from the AR identification schemes with varying data resolution and threshold. Comparing the ARs identi-
fied using the native resolution of YoTC and 250 kg m−1 s−1 IVT threshold and ARs identified with a 0.25°
resolution IVT fields and 250 kg m−1 s−1 IVT threshold, we calculated a value of 0.66 (Figure 10, Row 1,
Column 1 [top left]). This indicates that ~34% of the ARs identified with different resolutions but the same
250 kg m−1 s−1 IVT threshold were distinct, whereas, for example, the same comparison with an IVT thresh-
old of 500 kg m−1 s−1produced a similarity score of 0.86 (Figure 10, Row 3, Column 3 [i.e., third from top,
center column]). In addition, in each column, the combinations of thresholds and resolutions that had iden-
tical thresholds consistently showed higher values with the exception of the final column, which had the
smallest sample size and is therefore quite noisy.

To further show the relationship between resolution and detection uncertainty, we undertook an idealized
mathematical investigation. Figure 11 illustrates IVT threshold sensitivities to both the size of the AR and
the resolution of data sets we use for their identification. First, we approximate the AR cross section as a
Gaussian curve with width parameter w and cross‐sectional length, y, or width, x, (i.e., along the semimajor
or semiminor axes):

IVT y; wð Þ ¼ IVT0e
−

y2

w2

� �

Figure 9. Box and whisker plots of maximum IVT of each atmospheric river identified using the six IVT thresholds and
YoTC data set. For fair comparison, all values below 1,000 kg m−1 s−1 were excluded. Red line is the median,
blue box is the interquartile range (IQR), whiskers are the most extreme points not considered outliers, and red dots are
outliers defined where the difference from the median is greater than 1.5 times the IQR.
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We want to understand to what extent “gridding” this idealized IVT function introduces errors, which may
affect sensitivity to identification thresholds (see Figure 11a for schematic). Consider a grid size of s km.
Then the “gridded” or average IVT for a grid cell centered at the point y is

IVT y; s; wð Þ ¼ 1
s
∫
y þ s

2

y − s
2
IVT0e

−
y′2

w2

� �
dy′

We can then compare IVT y; s; wð Þ with the value of IVT(y, w) or more appropriately with IVT(y ± s/2) as,
for an increasing or decreasing function, errors between function and average are largest at end points. By
performing this comparison at multiple points y, and for multiple choices of s andw, we can assess sensitivity
to AR size and grid size. We expect error to go to 0 as s→0 and w→∞. We chose an arbitrary value of
800 kg m−1 s−1 for IVT0.

Figures 11b–11e indicate that the errors associated with grid size are largest for coarser grid spaces and smal-
ler spread parameters. The errors also exhibit a nonlinear relationship with grid spacing. Given that smaller
spread parameters lead to a larger error in IVT, it follows that a coarser grid space leads to greater errors
along the minor axis of an AR than the major axis. Since the errors are positive, this would imply that coar-
sening the grid space leads to “wider” ARs. This may explain why we see fewer ARs identified with coarser
grids for an algorithm with a geometric requirement such as a minimum aspect ratio.

4. Summary and Discussion

Our investigation of the sensitivity of AR identification algorithms associated with changes to the threshold,
resolution, and regridding method of the input IVT data set, under one framework, has shown there is con-
siderable uncertainty in detecting global AR occurrence. Coarsening the resolution of the input data leads to
a reduced number of ARs, but this result varies depending on the technique used to regrid the data. The
bilinear interpolation method produced fewer ARs than conservative regridding or averaging gridboxes.
Regridding by averaging led to results from the identification algorithm that were the most similar to the
results of using the native IVT field in the algorithm; however, the number of ARs was also sensitive to
the order that averaging occurred relative to calculating the IVT. These results may be dependent on the

Figure 10. Heatmap showing the fraction of “same” (centroid within ±5° latitude and longitude on the same day) ARs
identified using different resolutions (valueR is resolution in °) of YoTC and IVT thresholds (valueT is IVT
threshold in kg m−1 s−1) relative to the native YoTC resolution at each threshold. A value of 1 indicates that the
AR identification scheme finds identical ARs from the two different IVT fields, and a value of 0 indicates that the two IVT
fields produce completely different ARs.
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physical aspects of the specific rivers and the details of the detection algorithm. Nevertheless, we
recommend coarsening a grid by averaging or conservative interpolation and caution against using a
bilinear interpolation.

Changes to the resolution of the input IVT field affected the number of ARs identified with coarser resolu-
tions resulting in fewer ARs. Hagos et al. (2015) analyzed the resolution dependence of AR frequency in glo-
bal models. They found a strong resolution dependence using an aquaplanet model (CAM‐4), but
dependence varied with region in a “real‐world”model. Moreover, Swenson et al. (2018) also found in their
study of ARs in an aquaplanet that as resolution increased, so did the average monthly frequency of ARs
detected. This result has some implications for climate change studies which do not always have the option
of using high‐resolution IVT fields due to computational costs and model stability requirements. The extent
of the implication would depend on the purpose of the study; for example, studies understanding

Figure 11. (a) Schematic of idealized AR cross section. s is the length of the grid space (km), w is the width
(“peakedness”) parameter (km), M is the average IVT over a grid space for different values of s and w (kg m−1 s−1),
and v is IVT value at the positive edge of the grid space for different values of s and w (kg m−1 s−1). (b–e)
Maximum error in IVT (kg m−1 s−1) for different width parameters and grid spacings at different points along the cross
section using our idealized AR cross section.
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precipitation changes due to ARs and climate change would be highly vulnerable to resolution‐associated
uncertainty. Experiments that require detailed analyses of AR counts will have some uncertainty associated
with the resolution of the input field; however, studies focusing on the shape and seasonal cycle of the
large‐scale (global or hemispheric) AR distribution (rather than the magnitude) will likely be less affected
by the choice of resolution and regridding method. Nonetheless, the magnitude difference in AR count
due to resolution is small especially for grid spaces less than 1.5° × 1.5°.

Contrary to other studies (e.g., Guan &Waliser, 2015; Rutz et al., 2014), but similarly to more recent studies
(e.g., Rutz et al., 2019), we found high sensitivity in AR algorithm results to the absolute IVT threshold. As
expected, and as previous studies also indicated, we found a decrease in AR count as the threshold was
increased. However, our experiment shows a spatially heterogeneous change in AR count associated with
using different IVT thresholds (Figure 6). The lower 250 kg m−1 s−1 threshold failed to identify some of
the most intense ARs, and in particular intense ARs in the North Pacific and North Atlantic regions, in this
study due to unexpected effects of the applied length‐to‐width ratio criterion. This result disagrees with the
conclusion of Rutz et al. (2019) that more restrictive identification methods simply identify a subset of the
ARs that the less restrictive methods identify. Figure 9 illustrates that the ARs identified using a higher
IVT threshold are not always a subset of those identified with a lower IVT threshold and typically have a
greater maximum IVT value. This is concerning given that ARs in these regions are known to cause heavy
rainfall and flooding in highly populated locations such as the West Coast of North America and Europe
(Lavers et al., 2011; Leung & Qian, 2009; Ralph et al., 2006). From our analysis, we recommend using an
IVT threshold of between 350 and 500 kg m−1 s−1 for global AR studies in the present climate (for absolute
threshold methods). Thresholds less than 350 kg m−1 s−1 risk failing to identify the strongest AR events due
to the geometry requirements of some AR algorithms, while IVT thresholds greater than 500 kg m−1 s−1 will
exclude what Ralph et al. (2018) would describe as weak but primarily beneficial ARs. Our results indicate
that the commonly used 250 kg m−1 s−1 IVT threshold is not appropriate for global studies with detection
methods that also include a restrictive geometric condition because identification methods with these fea-
tures can miss some of the strongest storms.

Overall, our results indicate that choice of IVT threshold is the largest source of uncertainty in AR identifi-
cation algorithms, which is consistent with the literature. Threshold choice affects both the magnitude and
location of ARs that are identified. It is important that future identification studies choose a threshold that
adequately captures both the high and low extremes of the AR intensity distribution; otherwise, they risk
unintentionally excluding the most intense ARs. Finally, the uncertainties within a given AR detection
method, including the chosen input data parameters, may be almost as important as uncertainties across
AR detection methods.

Data Availability Statement

Atmospheric River Identification Scheme code (MATLAB) produced for this analysis is publicly available
and can be accessed from https://figshare.com/articles/software/_/13019096 (https://doi.org/10.26188/
13019096). The input data sets used in this study are available from these in‐text citation references: Year
of Tropical Convection (Waliser et al., 2012) (https://apps.ecmwf.int/datasets/data/yotc‐od/levtype=sfc/
type=an/) and ERA5 (Hersbach et al., 2019) (https://doi.org/10.24381/cds.adbb2d47). Our submission to
ARTMIP using this algorithm can be accessed from (Shields & Kiehl, 2016) (https://www.earthsystem-
grid.org/dataset/ucar.cgd.ccsm4.artmip.tier1.html?df=true).
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